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[se OTT, SIR W ALTER 
..-----------------.· 

. Failure of His Publishers ] 

Charlotte Carpentier, the daughter of a refugee In 1826 Scott's publisher failed, and Scott 
French royalist, a:rid now had several children. became personally responsible for £130,000. 
In 1812 he purchased a small run-down estate Against the dark days that followed, the heroic 
on the Tweed, near Melrose, which he named elements in Scott's character stand out as they 
Abbotsford, and on the enlargement and never could in prosperity . . He refused to 

- beautification ·of ·which he optimistically spent - become· a ·bankrupt a step which would have 
his large earnings before they were at hand. permitted him to retain the use of his own 
In 1813 his publishers, the Ballantynes, whose earnings but set furiously to work to pay his 
partner Scott had become a few years before, creditors in full. ''I will be their vassal for 
were on the verge of bankruptcy, which was life," he said, "and dig in the mine of my 
only narrowly averted. Two new poems jmagination to find diamonds ... to make 
(" Rokeby," 1813, and the "Lord of the good my engagements, not to enrich myself." 
Isles," 1815) were received with enthusiasm, His wife died; he was stricken first with 
but their sales showed a wanjng popularity, rheumatism and then with paralysis. · Still he 
and, besides, Byron's "Childe Harold," which struggled bravely on to complete a task greater · · 
11ppeared in 1812, had secured a monopoly than he knew. His debts were in the end paid 
of literary attention. in full, but only after his death, which was the 

Publication of '' Waverley" direct result of his immense exertions. 
During this period of gathering cloud Scott, "\\"ben his physicians recommended a sea 

searching for some fishing tackle, came across voyage for his health, a Government vessel was 
a manuscript of his which contained the first placed at his disposal. For almost a year he 
chapters of a prose romance, begun and laid cruised about in the Mediterranean. But when 
aside in 1805. He resolved to complete it. he felt t.hat his end was near, he insisted on 
Thus "Waverley" came to be published in being taken home to his beloved Abbotsford, 
1814 but anonymously. GA R nE N s AT AB B 0 T s F 0 R n and there he died on Sep-
It not only surpassed the r - - . - . ~ tember 21, 1832. He was 
success of the poems, but 1 · , _ . · · ., . . ~ • · · · • buried in Dry burgh Abbey. 
wrought a literary revolu- ! ·. · . l' : . Scott set slight store by 
tion, bringing in the · ~ literary reputation (he did 
fashion of the historical .... . . not publicly acknowledge 
romance. Then followed · · the authorship of the novels 
" The .. 1\ntiquary," ': Old until 1826), and perhaps it 
~iortality," "Rob Roy," meant more to him that he 
'' The Heart of ~i id- left the stainless name of a 
lothian," and others of the chivalrous and kindly gen-
famous Waverley series, m t.leman than that he was 
rapid succession. known as the prince of 

. Never · did fortune seem romancers, at the hearth 
to smile more kindly on of whose genius " three 
any man. Though Scott generations have warmed 
still published hjs novels their hands." 
anonymously, the author- Scott may be called the 
ship was an open secret. creator of the historical 
Wealth and honours were novel, and in this field he 
heaped upon him ; in 1818 has not been surpassed. 
he was created a baronet. Not always strictly accu-
In addition to the two or rate, he has that magic 
three novels a year he kept power, which only a great 
pouring out, Scott was also creative genius can possess, 
publishing scores of essays of making the characters 
and other works under his and events of the past 
own name, and carrying vividly and thrillingly alive. 
on a voluminous corre- A pretty corner in the grounds of Sir Waiter Scott's 

t t Abb tsf d h · h d" 1 Among Scott's chief works spondence. Yet, the most sea a o or , s owtng t e sun- ta • are the long narrative poems : 
hospitable of country squires, he seemed to be " The Lay of the Last Minstrel , (1805), "Marmion" 
the idlest of men and entirely at the disposal of (1808), and "The Lady of the Lake" (1810), and 
h~s swarms of guests. None but a few inthnate his novels "Waverley" (1814); " Guy ManneFing" 
friends knew how early he got up in the morning, <1815) ; " Rob Roy ~, (1817) ; " The Heart of 

Midlothian" (1818) ; " Ivanboe" (1820); "Kenilworth" 
or that he had a torturing internal disorder, (1821); "Quentin Durward" (1823); "The Talisman" 
brought on by his furious overwork. (1825) ; and "Woodstock" (1826). 
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